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Latin and Vernacular in Fourteenth- and
Fifteenth-Century Italy*
by
Paul O ska r Kristeller
Columbia University

The su bject of th is essay concerns Dante o nly indirectly and in part. Nevertheless I hope to be able, amo ng ot her things, to ex plai n Dante's historical
position and hi influence on the Ita lian Renai sance. I cannot avoid partially
repeating what I wrote in o me of my previous stud ies, es pecially in my early
article on the Italian prose language. 1 Some of my prior obse rvations, which
see med new to me a t the time, have since been widely accepted; but some new
ources a nd literature have been a dded in the meantime , 2 and on some points I
have changed my opinion or paid attention to new point s of view. The subject
i too broad and complex for one essay. But while many stud ies may pertain to
my topic, no com prehensive reference works or bibliographies could erve as a
firm ba i o r stani ng point. 1 I must, therefo re, select and emphasize a few
fact , not all of which are genera ll y known, and refer occasiona lly to
manuscript or rare edi tions.
It is not ea y to formulate and divide our subject in a clear way . We must
deal no1 o nl y with the d ifference between Latin and vernacular, but al o between medieval and huma ni t Latin, between Tu can a nd the other Italian dialect , between poetry and pro e, and between the va rious literary genre of
poetry and e pecially o f pro e. A survey of the enti re literary product ion o f
llaly in the fo urteent h and fifteenth centuries is impo sible; even many peciali t have a very imperfect idea of its true extent. I shall merely emphasize a few
particu lar aspects: the mutual influ ence of llalian and Latin literat ure upo n
each other; the imultaneous use o f both languages by the same authors and
fo r the ame literary genres; and the influence of Dante, a well as of Pet ra rch
a nd Boccaccio, on the literature and cu ltu re of the late fourteenth and of the
fifteenth century, includ ing Lalin humani m .
I hould lik e to start from a ba ic fact which nowadays is not widely recognized: the literary culture of the various countries of Western and Central
Eu rope from the Middle Ages to abou t 1800 was bilingual and fo und it
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expres ion simultaneously in Latin and in the respective vernacular languages.
The number of books and pamphlets wrinen and published in Latin down 10
1600 or even 10 1700 wa greater than that of the vernacular writings of the
same period, and the number of works written in Latin after the end of cla ical antiquity was many times larger than the total volume of ancient Latin
literature to 600 A.O . -including early Christian and specialized literaturethat has come down 10 us. From the high Middle Ages, the vernacular literature has steadily increased in volume and quality, and Latin has gradually
declined in importance. From the period of Romanticism , thi development
has often been treated as if political or ideological contra ts were involved and
as if Latin were an artificia l language that was doomed from the beginning.
Such treatment ignores the fact that every literary language is artificial when
compared to the spoken language and that the methods and conclusions of
modern linguistics based on the spoken language cannot be immediately transferred to literary languages. As long as it is possible to write and publish in
Latin a well in the vernacular (I myself have occasionally published in Latin) ,
the choice of the language depends on the linguistic abilities of the author , on
the public of listeners and reader which he or he wishe to address, and on
the literary genre and models which he or he is trying to follow . Vernacular
literature begins alm ost invariably with poetry and narrative prose and
becomes only much later an instrument of learned prose. Latin literature and especially Latin learned prose-wa written in the Middle Ages by and for
clerics, and later for an international public of profes or , student and learned
profe ionals. Latin was the language of in !ruction of most universitie and
advanced chools down 10 the eighteenth century. Vernacular literature, on the
other hand, was written for listeners and readers who had literary and intellectual interest , but no academic learning: for princes and noblemen , merchants
and artisans, ladies and nun . Thus we can easily under tand why many
authors, including Dante and Milton, wrote in both languages.
The history of the vernacular in Italy differ in everal re peel from that in
the other European countrie . The literary u e of the vernacular begins much
later than in England and Germany, France and Spain. Almost nothing urvives from the twelfth century, and fairly litt le remain from the thirteenth . II
is only from the fourteenth century on that the vernacular literature of Italy
quickly came to equal and even surpass that of the other countrie in volume
and importance and soon 10 exercise a strong influence upon them . At the
same time, Latin literature flourished in Italy and wa equal to vernacular literature in volume and influence, though perhaps not in literary quality .
The late beginning of vernacu lar literature in Italy ha probably more than
one reason. The language spoken in Italy wa much closer to medieval Latin
than anywhere else, and a Latin text recited in local pronunciation could al o
be understood by the ordinary people. If in Italy in the fourteenth and in part
during the thirteenth centuries a distinction is made between li1teraliter (per
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leuera) and vulgariter (per volgare)' and if the documents speak of a latino
volgare, chi reflect the icuation of an earlier pe riod in which both languages
we re perceived merely as two forms of one and the same language, and in
which the vernacular was used for oral discourse, whereas La tin wa a a matter of course preferred for written use . When Latin wa often called la grammatica, ' this mean s that Latin was admi red for the unifor m and firm struc1 ure
of its vocabulary and grammar, a view that was still held by Dame in his De
vulgari eloquentia. Another factor was the ear ly development of French a nd
Provenc;al literature which was often imitated in Italy, and from the thirteenth
and early founeenth centuries we have example of Italian author who wrote
in Provenc;al or in French or in a hybrid language that was half French and
half Ita lian. 6 Moreover , there were in Italy as elsewhere many different dialects, and it took several centuries until the language of Tuscany was recognized as a common literary language for all of Italy. In the thirteen th a nd ea rly
fourteenth centuries, the Tuscan dialect still had other dialects as its rivals . The
Sicilian dia lect which had been the language of the earlie t poets (a language
often Tu canized by later copyists) was occasionally u ed by Northern Italians
as a prose language;' and the Bolognese dia lect, which wa the second poet ic
language, appea red a early as the thirteenth century in form letters and form
speeches and in rhetorical treatises, and in the early fourteenth century in the
commentary of Jacopo della Lana on Dame.•
T he later predominance of the Tuscan dialect was based not only on its
phonetic beauty and on its closeness to Latin, both in vocabulary and grammar, but above all on it rich and important literary production which extended
from the late th irteenth to the late fifteenth centuries and which included,
beside Dante, Petrarch and Boccaccio, a vast body of writings in both verse
and prose. This is no doubt a matter of 1alcnt (Florence was and still i a city
blessed by 1he Muses); but we must al o consider the fac1 that Florence, in con trast to Bologna, had until the midd le of the founeenth century no univer i1y
with an old Latin tradition, on ly a large upper and midd le cla which had
trong intellec1ual interest and was eager to read, or to hear reci1ed , poetry
and prose literature written in i1 own vernacu lar.
The ma terpiece of Dante, Petrarch and Boccaccio were soo n diffu ed outide of Tu cany; thi s wa favo red by Dan te' and Petrarch's exile and by Boccaccio' travel . Beginning with the fourteenth century, many other T u can
works in verse and prose were a lso read and imitated outside of Tu cany. T he
Tu ca n poetic language was adopted in many cases as early as the Trecento;
also in the vernacular prose writings by no n-Tuscan authors, the local dialect
of the author wa often adapted to Tuscan usage. Starting with Sannazaro and
Bembo, all major non-Tu can writer wrote in Tuscan .' Tuscan language and
literature of the fourteenth century ("il buon secolo della lingua") was taken as
a model, and the Tuscan of the fifteenth century which had undergone ome
changes was rejected. 10 The codification of early Tuscan corresponds to the
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codificalion or cla ical Latin (both annazaro and Bembo were humanists and
Latin poets), and it wa completed in the i teenth century by the Accademia
Fiorentina and the Accademia della Cru ca. The result was a phonetic, orthographica l and grammatica l regulation of the Italian literary language and a
stabilization of its vocabula ry, as it had not exi ted before, and a legitimation
of this language for all form of li terature, including learned literature. Thu s
the vernacular attained an eq ual tatu with Latin. The complete di appearance of Latin a a li terary language, and especially a a learned language ,
occurred at a much later da te. Romanticism and nationali m played a role in
thi development; it is on ly recently that we have come 10 understand that we
have lo t, a a con equence, an international learned language that had erved
for centuries as a means of easy commu nication between philo opher , cienti t and cholar of different countries.
Tuscan poet ry began with the dolce stil nuovo and with Dante. The stilnovistic lyrica l poems a nd Dante's Commedia spread quickly all over Italy ,
were read and interpreted throughou t the peninsula , and were widely imitated
in their form and language. l n st udying thi ubject , we hould not overlook
the clo e link s of thi vernacular poe try with the Latin culture of it age. Guido
Cavalcanti's canzone Donna mi prega i a difficu lt a it i becau e it pre upposes the philo ophical and med ical literature of its time. We have a Latin
phi lo ophical treati se, wriuen by a phi lo opher an d phy ician who taught at
Bologna, Jacopo da P i toia, that is dedicated to the poet Cavalcanti; 11 and we
have everal Latin commentaries on Cavalcanti' poem, one or them com po ed
by another professor of medicine a t Bologna, Dino del Garbo. " Al o other
vernacular poets received Latin commentarie : for example, iccolo Rossi and
Cecco d'A coli. u Dante's Commedia i not only the first large poem in
Tu can, but also the first attempt to d i cus in this language t he philo ophica l
a nd theological doctrines of med ieval scho lastici m. Dame' ources and
models are almo t exclusively Latin. The dense and difficult intellectua l content of the Commedia gave ri e to a large literature of commentarie a early a
the fourteenth century. •• T hese commentarie are partly in the vernacular and
partl y in Latin. The vernacu lar commentarie of the fourteenth century, with
the exception of Jacopo della Lana, are all written by Tu can ;" the Latin
commen taries, all by non -Tuscan . •• Thi show that the language of Tu can
prose, in cont ra t to the poetic language, was not yet u ed out ide of Tu cany
and somet imes not even under t0od , as we learn from everal te timonie . The
juri t Alberico da Rosciate fro m Bergamo translated Jacopo della Lana' commentary into Latin in order to make Dame' philo ophical and scientific doctrine available to tho e who understand Latin but not Tu can; it is characteri tic of the stubbornne of Roman tic prejudice that great scholar uch a
Savigny and Bu rdach claim that Rosciate translated Lana' commentary from
Latin into the vernacu lar. '' For the literature of commentarie il i al o important that from 1373 on there were chair and public lectures on the Divina
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Com media, first in Florence and soon at Pisa and Bologna.' 1 The fir t Dante
lecturer at Florence was Bo caccio, 19 and hi incomplete commentary on the
Inferno i ba ed on hi lecture . The ame i true of Francesco da Buti at Pisa
and of Benvenuto da lmola at Bologna. Both were experienced professor of
grammar and a pplied to the Commedia the 1e ted method s of interpretation,
a they had been developed in lectures and commentarie on the classical Latin
poet .
Among Dante' other writing , t he Vita 11ova and the Convivio are commentarie on hi own poems and are among the earliest examples of learned
prose in Tuscan. 20 These two works, and especially the Convivio, apparently
had no wide diffusion; for further example of learned Tuscan prose we have
to wait , except for the Tuscan commentaries on the Commedia, until the
fifteenth century. On the other hand, it is important to note that Dante him elf
wrote some works in Latin. The Quaestio de aqua et terra is a typical scholastic
treati e; the De vulgari eloquentia is a comparison between Latin and vernacular and a defen e of the vernacu lar; and the Monarchia, a political treati e,
had ome influence for a long time. Dante wrote the e works for a learned
public. He did the ame with his letters, most of which are now considered
au then tic and which belong to the tradition of medieval rhetoric, the o-called
ors dictaminis. The two Latin eclogues which Dante wrote in imitation of
Vergil and at the request of his contemporary Giovanni del Virgilio have a specia l ignificance. 21 Giovanni wa profes or of rhetoric and poetry a t Bologna
and one of the ma in representatives of the so-called protohumanism. Dante's
poetic correspondence with Giovanni del Virgilio (who al o wrote a famous
epitaph on Dante), the imitation of Vergil in the eclogue , and the ancient elements in the Commedia show that there wa in Dante, besides the medieval
and chola tic element which is always emphasized, a classical and humanistic
strain which should not be overlooked if we wi h 10 under tand his historical
position and his influence in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.n
Pet rarch owes his modem fame mainly to hi vernacular poetry. The Canzoniere prcsuppo cs th e earlier Tu can poet , but it attains a variety of co ntent
and a fo rmal perfection and phonetic beauty which greatly urpa es that of
his predece sors. Thus hi s collection of poems became for centuries the model
of Tu can, Italian and European lyrical poetry. His Trionft are indebted in
t heir form and in occasional allusions to the Commedia. But Petrarch was
above all a great humanist scholar and author. He wrote Lat in poems, in
which he imi tated Vergil and Horace, and a large number of Latin letters, oration and treati e , which by far surpassed in volume hi Tu can poem and
which for ome time had an equally great influence. It seems significant to me
that Petrarch who pent most of his life outside of Tuscany compo ed nothing
in Tu scan prose, a language in which he did not feel at ease. Only one Tuscan
leuer i auributed to him, but its authenticity is subject 10 doubt. Petrarch's
coronation as a poet was prompted by his Latin and not by hi Tuscan writings,
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a can be hown from many documents. The concept of poetry then prevailing
was very different from the one we have inherited from Romanticism. Petrarch
also made a Latin tran lation of the novella Grise/dis from the Decameron of
hi friend Boccaccio, and thus set an example that wa followed by everal
humanists of the fifteenth century."
Boccaccio, unlike Dante and Petrarch, pent mo t of his life in Florence,
and he also wrote in both languages." His Latin production includes several
long learned works which were widely used, and some letter and poems. In
Tuscan he wrote a number of longer poem and, above all, the Decameron
which pre uppo ed a rich tradition of prose literature and also of Novelle. But
it became in turn a clas ical model for Tu can narrative pro e, ju t a the
Commedia wa for epic and didactic poetry and the Canzoniere for lyrical
poetry. From this time on, the "three crowns of Florence" dom inated the entire
vernacular tradit ion in Italy and influenced Neo-Latin literature as well as the
vernacular literatures of the other European countrie .
We should not forget, however, that the Tuscan literature of the Trecento
was not limited to the three crowns. It included a large number of other poem
and prose writings, and at the same time a large Latin literature flourished in
all of Italy and to ome extent in Tuscany. Especially important for our purpo e are the numerous Tuscan translation from the Latin . H Besides some
popular and religious writings, some Latin classical authors were translated,
for example, Vergil and Ovid, some orations and rhetorical writings of Cicero,
and also Seneca, Livy, Boethius and the Ethics of Ari totle . There were , in
addition , Tuscan translations of some medieval and contemporary works that
had been written elsewhere in Latin, such as the influential writings of Albertano da Brescia, Guido de Columnis, Petru de Cre centii , and some of the
Latin works of Petrarch and Boccaccio. On the other hand , prior to the fifteenth
century a few vernacular prose writing and a few translations from the Latin
originated outside of Tu cany . There are but a few interesting exception , such
as the tran lation of Bartholomaeu Anglicus by ivaldo Belcalzer of
Mantua." Hence we may a ert without exaggeration that Tu cany-tha nk
to the quality of her three great authors and to the quantity of her other poet ,
prose writer and translators -had gai ned by the end of the fourteenth century
an advantage in terms of vernacular production over all other provinces of Italy,
whereas the con tempora ry Latin literature wa hared in more or less equal
portion by all regions of Italy, including Tuscany.
The fifteenth century to which we must now turn i in its phy iognomy very
different from the fourteenth, though many traditions of the fourteenth century were con tinued and no real break occurred. The fifteenth cenrury itself i
not uniform in its character; the second half i different in man y way from the
fir t, and the difference between Tu cany and the rest of Italy continues to be
notable. We must distingui h again between poetry and pro e, between Latin
and Vernacular, between medieval and humani tic Latin , and between Tuscan
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and the other dialect . Moreover, the rise and dilfu ion of humanistic studie
and the direct and precise knowledge of classical Latin and , for the first time,
of ancient Greek literature is apparent in all areas of literature. The vast number of extant texts, many of which are not yet published or studied or even
inventoried, i hardly known to the layman or even to many specialists who are
not concerned with manuscript research . Moreover, the under tanding of the
Qua11rocento is still hampered by some old or new prejudice-S. The purists of
the sixteenth century who enthroned the Tuscan language of the fourteenth,
while often working with normalized texts and unaware of the orthographical,
linguistic and grammatical irregularities of the manuscri pt text , condemned
the Tu can language of the fifteenth century which had deviated in some traits
from that of the fourteenth. The Tuscan literature of the fifteenth century
which u ually followed the language of its time and not the model of the fourteenth century was often dismissed as uncultivated , making a silent exception
for Machiavelli and Alberti because one did not wish to do without them . Furthermore , the fifteenth-century dialect literature, far larger and more interesting than that of the fourteenth, is dismi sed by labeling its language a hybrid,
as if uch a label could be a substitute for a preci e study of this language and
for a careful distinction between its local and Tuscan features. Romanti cism
later proceeded to pro cribe Latin altogether, and I am afraid this attitude is
respon ible for the fact that the modern study of the Romance literatures
pretty much ignores the learned Latin literature of Renai ance Italy and take
note of its Latin poetry but reluctantly and selectively. As an outsider who i
not a pecialist in Romance literature I may be permitted the heretical remark
that in this respect the literary history of Tiraboschi is better and more balanced than that of De Sancti and of many of hi successors. I must add that
the eo-Romantic aesthetics of Benedetto Croce, which recognizes only the
great and creative poet , rejects the literary genres (in which the smaller writers
might have found a refuge), and thus forces the cholar either 10 ignore the
mailer poet and writers alwgether or to overrate them beyond their true
value in order to ju tify our concern with them before the throne of literary
criticism . From this perspective, the entire Quattrocento has been di mi ed a
a "secolo enza poe ia," only because it did not produce a Dante or Petrarch,
an Ariosto or Tasso. In contra t with all the.se preconceptions, I maintain that
it i the task of the intellectual historian and of the bibliographer, if not of the
literary historian or cri tic, to register the entire volume of the literary production which has been preserved, and to study both great and small poets, poets
and pro e writer , popular and learned writings, pure and impure Tuscan and
other impure dialects, vernacular and Latin. Seen in this per pective, the
Qua11rocento offers a rich panorama of intellectual and literary production
and materia l for man y investigations and surprises.
I cannot mention in detail the rich literature of the humani st or the equally
rich vernacular and in part popular literature of fifteenth-century Tuscany.
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However, I should like to emphasize that ju t during the fifteenth century the
Tuscan prose language conquered many areas that had previously been a Latin
monopoly, and that during the same century-especially during its second
half - the vernacular prose literature made great advances outside of Tuscany.
During the fifteenth century tbe vernacular was used for the first time to a ignificant extent in the court and chancery records and internal correspondence
of various regions, whereas the external correspondence continued in Latin. 17
Thi ha been well documented for Florence and Milan, whereas the other
chanceries have not yet been studied in detail, as far as I know (although the
papal curia continued to use Latin without exception). Another area in which
the vernacular made considerable progress, especially in Florence, was public
oratory. The sermons were for the most part recorded in Latin, although San
Bernardino and later Savonarola undoubtedly delivered their sermons in
Tuscan when they preached in Florence. A Florentine specialty are the public
speeches given on special occasions before the people or before the Signoria;
some of these discu sion are called Proresti. 21 They are without exception in
Tuscan, and among their authors we encounter famous Tuscan humanists
such as Bruni and Manelti. E pecially popular were the public speeches given
by the Roman humanist and later conspirator Stefano Porcari when he held
office in Florence (many scholars believe that he used the Tuscan Buonaccorso
da Montemagno as a ghost writer). The text of these dicerie is found in numerous miscellaneou manuscripts copied during the fifteenth century in Florence.
These manusc ript usually contain a letter of Boccaccio, translated letters of
Petrarch and Bruni, translations of Cicero and Sallust, and some spiritual letter of the period . These manuscripts which have a slightly varying but on the
whole similar content are typical commonplace book for merchants and artians who had a popular Tuscan but no learned schola tic or humanistic education. 29 Typically Tuscan and Florentine are a.lso the sermons preached on holidays in one of the lay religious fraternities. They have been pre erved mostly in
three miscellaneous manu cripts, one of which has recently come to this country. Jo The authors are young Florentine patricians who enlisted perhaps the
help of their tutors, but also some famou s humanists uch a Landino and
Scala; two pieces of thi s type appear also among the writings of Poliziano.
Many humanists wrote only in Latin, but we should not forget that many
other humani ts-e peciaUy Tuscan humanists-wrote not only in Latin but
also in the Tuscan vernacular. There was a literary debate about the relative
value of the two languages, in which also Bruni participated in his Dialogi ad
Petrum Histrum, and another interesting debate between Bruni and Biondo in
which Bruni defended the view that even in Roman antiquity there wa ,
be ides literary Latin, a different popular language. 31 Among the authors of
Tuscan poems from the early fifteenth century, we find scholar who are otherwi e known on.ly through their Latin writings, such as Salutati, Francesco and
Benedetto Accolti, Antonio degli Agli, and Cyriacus of Ancona who visited
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Florence at the time when he wrote his verses." The Venetian humanist
Leonardo Giustiniani wrote many vernacular love songs and religious hymns
which show a few traces of his dialect, and we know that he acquired Tuscan
manuscript in Florence in order to have some models for his poetry.H
Leonardo Bruni wrote several poems, orations and letters in Tuscan, and his
lives of Dante and Petrarch are in Tuscan,,. as are many important works of
Palmieri and Alberti, Landino, Ficino and above all Poliziano. 3 ' Some scholars composed the same work in Latin and in Tuscan, 36 or translated their own
Latin works into Tuscan, or had friends translate them.l' We have entire collections of Tuscan poetry by authors otherwise known to us primarily through
their Latin works." Those typical collections com posed in praise of a deceased
person often contain, besides Latin verses, a few in Tuscan. 39 Typical humanist genres as the description of tournaments and other feasts , the praise of a
ci ty, or the consolatory dialogue on the death of a person, were also cultivated
in Tuscan. • 0 Authors continued to write historical works in Tuscan, as well as
treatises and dialogues, and, above all, biographies.' ' There were many
Tuscan tran lations of Latin and of Greek authors, the latter usually translated on the basi of an intermediary Latin translation." These translations,
however, could not compare in volume and diffusion with the numerous
humanist Latin translations from the Greek. In many instances, Latin writing
of the humanists were translated into Tuscan by other humanists, as was
Bruni' history of Florence by Donato Acciaiuoli and Poggio's by his son
Jacopo Bracciolini. ' 3 Lorenzo de' Medici's Altercazione originated as a verse
translation of two Latin letters of his teacher Ficino."
Some non-Tuscan humanists who visited Florence, especially during the
Council of 1438- 39 and during the long Florentine stay of the curia under
Eugene JV, took an active part in Tuscan literary culture. In addition to
Porcari and Cyriacus whom we have mentioned, we shou ld cite Aurispa, who
made while in Florence a Tuscan translation of the well-known treatise on
nobility by Buonaccorso da Montemagno;" and especially Francesco Filelfo,
who was a profe sor at the university, learned Tuscan, held lectures on
Dante and delivered several speeches in Tuscan or had them delivered by his
students.••
Another development of the fifteenth century which has not yet been sufficiently explored is the increasing use of the vernacular in the prose literature
outside of Tuscany, especially during the second half of the century. We find a
number of North Italian author who wrote only in the vernacular or wrote in
both Latin and the vernacular." The extent to which the language of these
author followed their native dialect or tended to imitate the Tuscan literary
language is still a subject for further investigation. In some cases an author
proudly asserts that his Ferrarese Italian is as good as any other; 0 and in one
case when the work of a Lombard humanist was copied in Tuscany, the scribe
claim to have translated the text from the Lombard dialect of the author into
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Tuscan," thus following a tradition of Tuscan and Tuscanizing scribes which
we may trace back to the thirteenth century .
A special place in the non-Tuscan prose of the fifteenth century belongs to
the vernacular translations from Latin and from Greek . Some of the translators are humanists, and it clearly appears from the prefaces and dedications
that these vernacular translations were intended for princely patrons who
knew little Latin and preferred the vernacular. This tendency begins with
Filippo Maria Visconti in Milan and cont inues during the second half of the
century not only with the Sforza in Milan, but also with the Este in Ferrara,
the Aragonese in aples, the Bentivoglio in Bologna, and st ill later with the
Gonzaga in Mantua (the immediate pupils of Vittorino da Feltre knew their
Latin too well to need vernacular translations, as did Federico of Urbino, Leonello d'Este, the pupil of Guarino, or Alfonso of Aragon). Pier Candido
Decembrio translated for Filippo Visconti both Caesar and Curtius into an
Italian whose form is still in need of investigation.'" To Ferrante of Naples
many vernacular translations were dedicated, including the lsocrates of Bartolomeo Fazio {who refers in his preface to his Florentine experiences and
models)" and the Pliny of Landino.'2 The same Landino dedicated 10 Ludovico Sforza his Tuscan translation of Giovanni Simonetta's history of Francesco Sforza and to Ercole d'Este a formulary of Tuscan letters and speeches."
Borso and Ercole d'Este are responsible for a large number of vernacular
translations of classical and humanistic writings." Among the translators we
find Boiardo, Ludovico Carbone, Niccolo Leoniceno, and the court scholar
Carlo di S. Giorgio called Polismagna. A manuscript in Berlin contains a
translation of Petrarch's De vita solitaria by Tito Vespasiano Strozzi whose
family, though of Florentine origin, had resided in Ferrara for several generations." Vice versa, the Duchess Eleonora of Aragon, who reportedly knew no
Latin, had a vernacular work dedicated to her by the Neapolitan Diomede
Caraffa translated into Latin by Battista Guarino. 56
Landino states in one of hi s prefaces that the Tuscan language by his time
had conquered not only all of Italy (a development to which he had contributed through his ded.ications to the rulers of Milan, Naples and Ferrara), but
a]so foreign countries and especially France and Spain ." I have no evidence
for France from this period, but there are several interesting testimonies for
Spain. A Spanish nobleman, Nuno de Guzman, who spent several years in
Florence and learned Tuscan rather well, had Cicero and Bruni translated
from Latin into Tuscan for his own use, " and Decembrio dedicated to him a
translation of Plutarch ,,. Inigo Davalos, an Aragonese nobleman at the court
of Alfonso of aples, owned Decembrio's Italian translation of Polybius, and
this translation survives only in this copy and in a Spanish retranslation based
on it. 60 Angelo Decembrio, Pier Candido's brother, who lived in Ferrara,
translated for the Marques de Santillana Bonaccursius' De Nobilitate (ascribing it to Plutarch) into Italian, and this translation survives only in a Spanish
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retranslation. 6 1 The same Marques de Santillana had a rich library which has
been largely preserved and which contains many Italian texts and many
Spanish translations of classical and humanist writings. 62 He also had Decembrio's partial translation of Homer's Iliad retranslated into Spanish. 61 His son,
Cardinal Pedro de Mendoza, donated 10 the Colegio de Santa Cruz in Valladolid an important collection of manuscripts which contains, among other literary works, Petrarch's Can1.oniere. •• In other words, the Tuscan literary language had penetrated by the end of the fifteenth century all of Italy as well as
Spain,•• and only one more step was needed to make it the official literary
language for all of Italy. This happened, as we said before, only during the
sixteenth century.
In conclusion, I should like to describe briefly the influence of Dante,
Petrarch and Boccaccio during the fifteenth century, for they were by no
mean neglected, a is often believed. I mentioned the Florentine debate early
in the century which culminated in Bruni's Dia/ogi ad Petrum Histrum. The
second book, perhaps wriuen at a later date than the first, contains a praise of
the Tuscan languag~ and of its three great masters, attributed in the dialogue
10 Salutati. The fifteenth century left us many biographies of the three great
authors, some in the vernacular and some in Latin. 66 The authors include
Filippo Villani, Sicco Polenton and Giannozzo Manetti, all of whom wrote in
Latin, but also Leonardo Bruni who wrote his lives of Dante and Petrarch in
Tuscan, and Pier Paolo Vergerio the Elder who wrote a Latin life of Petrarch .
There is also a vernacular life of Petrarch which usually ha been attributed to
Antonio da Tempo but probably belongs to Pier Candido Decembrio. 67 Lectures on Dante's Commedia were given intermillently in Florence, and the lecturers include Filippo Villani, France co Filelfo and Cristoforo Landino 61
(who lecmred also on Petrarch). We have a voluminous Latin commentary on
the Commedia by Giovanni da Serravalle; a vernacular commentary on the
Inferno alone by Guiniforte Barziz.za who wrote it at the request of Filippo
Visconti , and the famous commentary of Landino, dedicated in 1481 to the
Signoria of Florence. Landino often follows in his textual interpretation the
earlier commentaries, but he also tries to give an allegorical interpretation of
Dante in accordance with the Platonism of his time. 69 There were also several
auempts 10 translate the Commedia into Latin. 70 The Monarchia was twice
translated into Tuscan, the second time by Marsilio Ficino who in his preface
praises Dante as a Platonic philosopher, imitates him in a brief poem of his
youth and later gives his blessing to Landino's commentary with a Latin
preface." There are also some imitations of the Commedia, especially the
Ciuii di Vita by Matteo Palmieri, a didactic work in terza rima which was
made the subject of a Latin com mentary by Leonardo Dati." Lorenzo de'
Medici's commentary on his own sonnets follows the model of the Vita Nuova
and Convivio, as does Pico's com men tary on Girolamo Benivieni's Canzone
d'Amore. Lorenzo's Rocco/ta Aragonese, with a preface often allributed to
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Poliziano, how a new interest in the dolce stil nuovo ; Ficino and his De
Amore, a commentary on Plato's Symposium, cites Guido Cavalcanti, part ly
in order to please his friend Giovanni Cavalcanti; and al o Antonio Manetli
wrote a biography of Guido for Giovanni. 73 The Olivetan monk Antonio da
Barga repeatedly praises Dante in his unpubli hed writing . "
Petrarch found several biographers in the fifteenth century, as we have
een, and a few commentators. Filelfo' commentary on the Canzoniere i
dedicated to Filippo Vi sconti, and that of Bernardo llicino on the Trionfi to
Borso d'E te. Jacopo Bracciolini wrote on the Trionfo dellafama, and Bartholomaeus Fontius explained a few selected passages. 75 Occasionally we encounter some Latin elegies that were free translations of sonnets by Petrarch. 76
Al o Boccaccio's Decameron was often u ed as a literary model. There are
Tuscan novelle by Bruni, Alberci, and Antonio Manetti as well as Latin novelle
by Giovanni da Ravenna, Bartolomeo Facio, Francesco Tedaldi, Benedeuo
Colucci, Luigi Pa erini 77 and above all by Enea Silvio Piccolomini. 71 Several
humanists followed the example of Petrarch's Grise/dis and translated individual novelle of the Decameron into Latin. 79
The widespread admiracion for the three great poets also explains the devotio n with which their tombs were maintained. Boccaccio's tomb was renovated
by Lattanzio Tedaldi 10 and Dante's tomb in Ravenna by Bernardo Bembo.
Furthermore, at the beginning of the ixteenth century, an attempt was made
by an Academy whose members included Francesco da Diacceto and Michelangelo to transfer Dante's bones from Ravenna 10 Florence. 11
In the ixteenth century , the Tuscan language assumed the role which it had
not attained in the fourteenth century, excepc in the imagination of many hi torians: it became the literary language used in all of Italy and for all forms of
literature. The poets and writers of the fourteenth cencury served as models,
but all too pecifically local and idiomatic peculiarities of the Florentine dialecc
were intentionally avoided. The language was subjecced 10 a kind of regulation
that it had not received at any previous time (from the fifteenth century we have
one short grammar which has been auribuced to Alberti), and thi regulation
followed in many ways the model of Latin, as was natural. In the e tabli hment of an accepted vocabulary, Latini ms were avoided as much as po si ble.
Yet the language had absorbed many Latinisms long before, even in the work
of Dante; and thi was inevitable if a popular language which in it origin
hardly had any ab 1rac1 words wa 10 serve as a vehicle for learned , philosophical and scientific prose. Above all, spelling and grammar, which fluctuated a good deal during the fifteenth century, and also syn tax and entence
stru ct ure, which are quite loose and unclear even in Boccaccio, had to be normalized; finally the composition of a speech and of a treati e had to follow the
rule of ancienc rhetoric.
The Italian language of the ixteenth century had great poets and many
important and influential prose writers who were admired and imitated also
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in other countries. The Italian language, understood and read in other countries as early as the fifteenth century, as we have shown before, became in the
ixteenth and early seventeenth century an elegant international snob language
as French did at a later time. The French court under Catherine de' Medici and
her sons had a trong Italian orientation, and Queen Elizabeth knew Italian .
An otherwise little-known Englishman, George Rainsford, dedicated to Philip IJ
of Spain, who for a short time was also King of England, two political treatises. One of these was apparently translated from English into Italian, whereas
the other was composed in Italian. Rainsford had both works copied for
Philip's Burgundian chancellor Cardinal Granvelle. 12 In the seventeenth century, the great Ruben who had spent no less than eight years in Italy, conducted hi entire correspondence, even with his French friend s, in Italian."
The Italian influence lasted in literature a well as in painting, architecture and
music down to the eighteenth century.
We hould not forget, however, that in the six teenth century and later
Latin continued to be cultivated both in Italy and in the other European countries. There was a flouri hing tradition of Latin poetry in which Sannazaro and
Bembo participated, and poets like Marcantonio Flaminio and Girolamo Vida
enjoyed a great European fame down to the eighteenth century. At the same
time, Latin flouri shed as an international language of science and scholarship,
of academic inst ruction and or the learned professions, and as the language of
diplomacy down to the eighteenth century, and as the language of the Catholic
Church and of classical scholarship far into our own century. In Italy Giovanni
Pascoli (d. 1912) sti ll wrote poems in Latin.
In a comprehensive history of Italian culture, if not in a history of Italian
literature, the de pised Tuscan of the fifteenth century, the works written in
the various dialects, and above all the Latin literature in all its form , including
learned prose, should find a place. Many texts are preserved only in manuscripts or rare editions and are not even mentioned in the leading literary hist0ries . ot all of them deserve a printing, let a.lone a critical edition; but they
should at least be inventoried and recorded, and if they eem to deserve it,
studied and perhap edited. Many of them are quite mediocre (which is also
true of many which have been edited), but many of them are interesting
because of their form, language or content; all of them are important if we
wish to ascertain the diffusion of particular authors and writings , literary
genre and themes. In so me instances the title or mere existence of a text is
sufficient to refute a co nventional or fashionable theory or to enrich the total
picture by a new facet . In the present climate of opinion, we might argue that
the limitation to famou authors is elitist and undemocratic and that not only
popular documents or the opinions of illiterates, but also the works of literature
written by modest author deserve our attention.
From thi per pect ive, we may a.lso belier understand Dante and his historical po ition. He was not only a great and perhaps the greatest Italian poet-
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something nobody doubts-but also a learned medieval philosopher and theologian, a classicist and individualistic protohumanist, and a highpoint in a great
bilingual or multilingual cultural development which Hourished in Italy and in all
of Europe from the High Middle Ages to the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. He wrote the first great didactic poem and the first philosophical prose
treatises in Italian and made the first successful attempt to translate the technical terminology of scholastic philosophy and theology from Latin into
Italian - that is, into a language that up to his time had been notoriously poor
in abstract words. He wrote also in Latin when he chose to, and he defended
the use of the vernacular in a Latin treatise. Through his great poem and
through his language, through his style and his thought, Dante became the
model for many other poets in Italy and elsewhere, and his influence has extended through many centuries. It is still alive in our time, and I hope it will
remain alive for a long time to come.

NOTES
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